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Being charged $35 per month for a reading that has not been required, nor will be required, does not

constitute "fair compensation for costs", in fact it would just about double my electrical bill and provide

nothing new over what I have already. On the positive side, these financial penalties are really inspiring

me to get off the grid. $35 per month accumulated could buy a bunch of photo-voltaic panels over a

few years.

I am concerned that BCUC has blindly rubber-stamped these vindictive/punitive charges when Hydro

itself has acknowledged that non-broadcast meters will only cost about 2% more. This makes the BCUC

complicent in BCHydro's actions. This is not your finest hour and seemingly inconsistent with your

role/duty? of protecting the public from Utility malfeasance.

These new meters measure hourly power usage and by wireless reprogramming can be made to

record power usage by the minute. This presents horrendous privacy issues. BCH has acknowledged

that they have no interest in these data, but it is available for use by parties that may have a less than

benign use for it. The BCUC should require BCH to destroy all customer usage data other than total

amount and cost after the bill has been paid.

There are measures that could make smart meters far more acceptable and which would make opt-out

far less of a problem. To date I do not see BCHydro having any interest in ameliorating the situation.

1). Have opt-out customers read their own meters. I am fully capable of reading my own meter and

phoning in the numbers (or I could send in an electronic photo). BCH arbitrarily rejects this option even

though it is standard procedure in several European countries and at remote places in BC

2). Something that would~reallymake smart meters more acceptable would be to program them to

broadcast only once per month. BCH does not need the data more frequently than that and If I want

daily readings I can read my meter myself (as I can with my mechanical meter).

3). Put opt-outs on fixed payment with one reading per year with automatic payment.

4). Remote antenna. A simple add-on that picks up the broadcast signal and conducts it through co-ax

to an antenna located away from the house and meter. This would reduce EMR exposure to a ten

thousandth or less compared to an on-house transmitting meter.
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